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Abstract
This paper investigates prominence patterns in English nounnoun compounds. A perception experiment is presented in
which naive listeners rated the prominence relation between the
two elements. It is found that either the first or the second element of the stimuli is perceived as more prominent, and that the
distinction can be considered categorical. Pertinent statistics
are discussed that can assess the reliability of different raters. It
is shown that right prominence is more difficult to perceive by
many listeners than left prominence.
Index Terms: English compounds, prominence patterns, perception

1. Introduction
In English, compounding is a highly productive process to create new words such as boarding schools, eviction notice or state
colleges. While most noun-noun compounds are considered to
have highest prominence on the left element, some constructions have a prominence pattern that is similar to that of syntactic phrases [1], in which the right element is considered to be
more prominent. Example (1) lists instances of the first type;
the compounds in (2) are examples of the second:
(1)

greenhouse, textbook, word-processor

(2)

paper cup, summer camp, Boston marathon

While the factors that determine the distribution of these two
patterns have been variously discussed (e.g. [1, 2, 3]), only
little attention has been given to the question whether this description of prominence patterns in English compounds is indeed appropriate from a perceptual point of view. [4] is one of
the few empirical studies available. They found that listeners
seem to be able to correctly identify whether speakers intend to
produce a compound of the first or of the second type. However, a forced-choice paradigm was applied in their study, so it
remains unclear whether we are dealing with a categorical or
gradient phenomenon, and if it is categorical, how many classes
one should assume. Furthermore, with only three pairs of constructions with contrasting prominence patterns, the number of
stimuli was too small to generalize on prominence patterns in
English compounds. Finally, [4] report a considerable degree
of variation between the six participating raters, whose nature
is not explored.
The present paper presents a perception experiment in
which naive listeners attempt to rate the prominence relation between the two elements in 105 English noun-noun compounds.
The results show that, first, listeners are not equally proficient
in assessing the prominence patterns of compounds. Suitable
statistical methods will be presented that can estimate rater proficiency. Second, English compounds are indeed either leftprominent or right-prominent, and the distinction between the

two patterns should be considered categorical. Third, the perception of right prominence is more difficult than the perception
of left prominence.

2. Data
31 undergraduate students of University of California, Santa
Cruz (all native speakers of standard American English) participated in the perception experiment, none of whom had a special
training in speech phonetics or linguistics. This use of naive
test subjects has the advantage that no prior knowledge about
the acoustic correlates of prominence as related to stress could
interfere with the ratings. Other studies involving prominence
judgment tasks (e.g. [5, 6]) have reported that trained and naive
subjects may provide significantly different ratings. [6] conclude that the difference is due to a “non-linguistic awareness
of the phonetic properties”, and thus the trained subjects “responded to the stimuli in a less natural way than the [. . . ] naı̈ve
subjects”. Such a less natural response is clearly undesired in
an experiment such as the present.
A speech corpus, consisting of high-quality studio recordings from seven different radio news-speakers [7], provided the
105 different noun-noun compounds that constituted the stimulus set (15 compounds per speaker). The stimuli were presented
both acoustically and as text on a computer. Participants were
instructed to judge the perceived prominence of the compound
elements by placing a graphical marker on an unmarked scale
that was presented on the computer screen. The center of the
scale was introduced to the participants as representing a stimulus in which both elements were of equal prominence, while
a position on the left-hand side or right-hand side of the scale
was defined to represent a more prominent left or right element,
respectively. Participants were encouraged to take full advantage of the available space: if, for instance, the first element
was clearly more prominent than the second element, participants were expected to place a marker on the far left side of the
available space. The marker positions were later mapped onto
integer numbers ranging from −499 to 500. Hence, negative
values corresponded to a higher perceived prominence of the
left element, and positive ratings to a higher perceived prominence of the right element.
Raters differed considerably in the scale range that they
used for their ratings. For instance, ratings of one participant
covered 910 units on the internal scale (from −452 to 458),
while the ratings of another participant spanned between −255
and 272. Such individual differences are well-known to occur in
rating experiments using unmarked scales [8], and are generally
held to reflect differences in rating strategies rather than relevant perceptual differences. To counter these effects, a quantile
transformation [9] was applied in which all ratings for a given
speaker was divided by the standard deviation of ratings for that
speaker. The interpretation of negative and positive values as
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judgments of left and right prominence, respectively, is retained
in this transformation.
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3.1. Procedure
The ICC expresses the degree of group-internal consistency.
i.e. consistency of multiple responses across different stimuli.
As with other correlation coefficients, a value of 0.0 represents
no within-group consistency whatsoever, and a value of 1.0 corresponds to full consistency between all group members. In the
present analysis, it is used as a similarity metric in an agglomerating hierarchical cluster analysis. The analysis first calculates
the ICC for all pairwise combinations of raters, and detects
the pair with the highest ICC. This pair is joined into a cluster. In all subsequent steps, ICCs are calculated for all pairwise
combinations of remaining raters and the averaged rating within
each existing cluster, and again, the combination with the highest ICC is joined into a new cluster. This is repeated until all
raters are accounted for.
If there are no considerable differences in rating proficiency
across individuals, the resulting tree should show a very flat
structure, with all raters added to the structure at very high ICC
levels. If there are individual proficiency differences, the addition of some raters should considerably reduce the ICC at that
stage. Finally, if speakers resort to different rating strategies,
we expect to find a tree structure with two or more clusters with
high internal consistency that are joined only late in the analysis.
3.2. Results
Figure 1 shows the tree structure that emerges from the cluster
analysis. The ICC level at which the clusters were joined is
given on the y axis. Raters 8 and 12 on the left-hand side have
the highest degree of consistency of all pairs (ICC = 0.840).
As the analysis proceeds in adding further raters to the structure,
consistency decreases only slightly to ICC = 0.697 after 17
raters are joined in this cluster (indicated by the lower dotted
line). Apparently, there is a strong agreement of ratings for any
given compound within this group.
Addition of further raters to this cluster introduces a notable decrease in consistency. Starting with rater 24, ICC levels quickly deteriorate during the next six additions (from 0.639
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It is generally assumed that any given English compound is either left-prominent or right-prominent, and that a native listener
should be capable of identifying this prominence relation. In
this case, all raters in the perception experiment should show a
very high degree of rating consistency. However, it may also be
the case that there are individual proficiency differences: some
listeners might be more capable of identifying prominence patterns than others. It is also possible that there are different perceptual strategies when assessing compound prominence patterns. For instance, a given compound may be considered as
right-prominent by one group of raters, but as left-prominent by
a different group. In this case, a rater would show a high degree
of consistency if compared to other raters that apply the same
strategy, but would not be consistent with ratings provided by
raters from a group with a different strategy.
The cluster analysis in this section uses the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC, [10]) to assess the degree of rater proficiency, and to determine whether evidence for different rating
strategies can be found.
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3. Rater reliability

Figure 1: Agglomerating cluster analysis using ICC as similarity metric (N = 31).

to 0.482 for rater 11). Thus, these six raters (shown between by
the two dotted lines) provide ratings that agree only to a medium
degree with the large group of 17 consistent raters. The remaining participants provide quite inconsistent ratings: ICC levels
drop from 0.318 to 0.280 between rater 19 and 25, which suggests that the rating behaviors of these participants disagree very
strongly from those of any other rater. Finally, responses from
raters 22 and 30 deviate so far from those of all other raters that
for them, the ICC is insignificant.
In sum, there is a large group of 17 raters with strongly
agreeing responses, resulting in very high ICC levels in this
cluster. Another group consisting of six raters has only a
medium agreement with the averaged data from the larger
group, while ratings from the remaining eight participants show
only little or no consistency with the averaged ratings from all
other raters.
The emerging tree structure does not suggest that there are
different rating strategies: there is a single initial cluster with a
very high ICC to which all other raters are added in the subsequent steps of the analysis. A second rating strategy would need
to form another consistent group, yet there is no other cluster
with a comparable high degree of internal consistency,
3.3. Discussion
Using intraclass correlations to determine the degree of rating
agreement between different raters, the present cluster analysis
has found a large group of 17 participants who provide highly
consistent ratings when asked to judge the prominence relation in English compounds. The remaining participants deviate
considerably from the ratings provided by the members of this
group.
The linear tree structure, in which raters are generally added
subsequently to the initial cluster, implies that these rating inconsistencies are not due to different perception strategies, otherwise, the analysis would have found a second cluster with
high internal consistency apart from the one formed by the 17
raters. Apparently, rating inconsistencies are rather due to individual, random variation than to different rating patterns.
Thus, the analysis of rating consistency implies that only
slightly more than half of the participants may be considered as
proficient judges of left- and right-prominence in the compound
stimuli whose data can be assumed to reflect the prominence
relation reliably. With decreasing rating consistencies, prominence judgments from the remaining participants are found to

be less and less reliable, up to the point where there is only accidental agreement in the ratings.
Hence, contrary to the stance found in much of the pertaining literature (e.g. in [4]), it is a non-trivial task to judge the
perceptual prominence in English compounds, and similar individual proficiency differences are to be expected in other experiments that investigate the prominence structure within spoken
data. Such experiments may profit from statistical methods like
the one discussed here, as they can be used to filter out the potentially noisy data from less proficient raters, and to identify
those participants that provide reliable prominence ratings.

4. Prominence patterns in compounds
To address the question raised in the introduction whether perceptual prominence in English compounds should be considered a categorical or a gradient phenomenon, this section investigates the distribution of prominence ratings as provided by the
17 reliable participants in the perception experiment.
4.1. Results
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For each compound, the median of the prominence ratings was
calculated. The resulting distribution of median prominence ratings is displayed in Figure 4.1 in the form of a density plot. The
solid line corresponds to the distribution obtained from the proficient raters, while the distribution of ratings from all participants is shown for illustration by a dashed line. The height of
the two lines corresponds to the relative frequency of ratings on
the respective region of the perceived prominence rating scale.
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Figure 2: Distribution of median prominence ratings.
The solid density plot shows two clear peaks, one on the
negative side of the scale (corresponding to stimuli where the
left element was perceived as more prominent) and another peak
on the positive hand side (indicating prominence of the right element). Examples of stimuli with ratings indicating left prominence water pipes (−1.145) and correction officials (−1.058),
while the ratings for taxation committee (0.959) and senate
president (0.980) indicate right prominence. The two peaks are
separated by a valley at the scale center, which suggests that
only very few stimuli are perceived as having equal or similar
prominence of both elements.
A hierarchical cluster analysis of the median prominence
ratings (using Ward clustering with Euclidean distance measure) yields only two clusters that are separated at a median
prominence rating of 0.25. The larger cluster (76 stimuli) has
an average prominence rating of −0.910 (SD = 0.442), which
corresponds to a clear perceptual prominence of the left element. For the smaller cluster (29 stimuli), the average is 0.814
(SD = 0.263), corresponding to higher perceptual prominence
of the right element. Neither the density plot nor the cluster
analysis provide evidence for a third prominence pattern.

4.2. Discussion
The distribution of prominence ratings supports the two prominence categories assumed for English noun-noun compounds:
these constructions may either be left-prominent or rightprominent. In agreement with estimates in the literature [11],
left prominence is by far the more frequent pattern, but right
prominence occurs in about 30 percent of data. The density plot
and the cluster analysis imply that there is no other prominence
pattern apart from these two; in particular, there is no indication
that there is a group of compounds in which both elements have
equal prominence. The few stimuli with median prominence
ratings close to zero seem to be within the expected range if we
assume that ratings for stimuli belonging to either pattern are
normally distributed.
As there is only little overlap between the two perceptual
patterns, evident in the very deep valley between the two peaks,
it seems that the proficient raters perceive the two prominence
patterns in a categorical way, and that assignment of a stimulus
to either of the two available patterns is a straightforward decision for these raters. However, the density plot for all 31 participants (indicated by the dashed line) suggests that this is not
true for all raters. Here, not only is the right peak closer to the
scale center, the separating valley is also much less pronounced,
which suggests more overlap between the two categories. Yet,
on the left-hand side of the scale, the two distributions are nearly
identical, so it seems that right-prominent stimuli are particularly difficult to judge by less proficient raters. This hypothesis
is discussed in the next section.

5. Prominence patterns and proficiency
If the prominence relation in right-prominent compounds is indeed more difficult to perceive for the less reliable raters, as suggested by the comparison of the two density plots in Figure 4.1,
it seems plausible to predict a higher degree of rating variability
for stimuli that have a higher median prominence rating. For
proficient participants, it is expected that rating variability remains mostly constant for all median prominence ratings.
A non-parametric regression [12] with the median prominence ratings as predictor and the interquartile range for each
stimulus (IQR) as the response variable is used to test these
predictions. The IQRs represent the distribution of ratings
around the median, and thus are a measure of rating variability for each stimuls.
5.1. Results
The scatter-plots in Figure 5.1 show the relation between median prominence ratings (on the horizontal axis) and IQR (on
the vertical axis). The left panel refers to the ratings obtained
from all participants, while the right panel is restricted to the
proficient raters. The line in each panel is the non-parametric
regression line that estimates the influence of median prominence ratings on the IQRs, while the shaded area is the reference band for a ‘no effect’ model [12]. If the regression line
runs within this band, there is no reason to assume a relation
between the two variables; if the deviation from this area is sufficiently large, there is a significant effect of median prominence
ratings on the IQRs.
Apparently, the regression line on the right panel is lower
than that on the left panel, which agrees with the finding above
that their overall amount of variability decreases if we consider
only the proficient raters. In addition to this general observation, we find a significant deviation of the regression line
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compounds, a finding that may be explained by the fact that
both elements are accented in these stimuli. Thus, the different
methods shown in this paper may offer insights into betweenlistener differences in auditory perception, which may be used
to increase the reliability of empirical studies.
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Figure 3: Scatter-plots of median prominence ratings by IQR.

from the reference band in the left panel (test for ‘no effect’
model: p = 0.043). The IQR is slightly lower than expected
for left-prominent stimuli, and hence the regression line is below the reference band. With increased prominence ratings, the
IQR increases as well, until it is significantly higher for rightprominent stimuli. There is no evidence for a comparable effect
in the data obtained from the proficient rater group in the right
panel (test of ‘no effect’ model: p = 0.176).
5.2. Discussion
The non-parametric regression reveals that there is particularly
strong variability in the prominence ratings among the whole
group of participants if the compound is generally perceived
as right-prominent, while for left-prominent compounds, rating
variability reaches a level that is comparable to that shown by
the proficient raters across the whole range of perceived prominence relations. Proficient judges in contrast perform similarly
well for both patterns.
One explanation for this result may lie in the underlying
perceptual mechanism. It has been argued [13] that right prominence is phonologically realized by placing a pitch accent on
both elements. These compounds are generally perceived as
right-prominent due to a psycho-acoustic compensation of pitch
declination [5]. Left-prominent compounds are held to have a
pitch accent only on the left element. Recent recent acoustic
studies of prominence patterns in compounds, e.g. [14], provide strong support for this assumption. Thus, left prominence
may be fairly easy to perceive and classify by listeners, because
the classification involves a comparison between accented and
unaccented material, i.e. between linguistic items that belong to
two different phonological categories. In contrast, right prominence may be more challenging to perceive correctly because it
involves the comparison of two elements that belong to the same
phonological category. Studies of other perceptual categories
[15, 16] have shown that discrimination accuracies usually decrease considerably in within-category comparisons if the distinction is perceived categorically. The present findings suggest
that this may also be the case for accent perception in English
compounds.

6. Conclusions
This paper discussed statistical methods which assess the proficiency of participants in a perception experiment. Using data
from only the proficient raters, it was shown that in English
compounds either the left or the right element is perceived as
more prominent, and that the distinction between these two patterns seems to be a categorical one. The analysis suggested that
the less proficient raters have particular difficulties in providing reliable prominence ratings in the case of right-prominent
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